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 Learning Mindsets Learning 

FSN Summer Henshaw for a 

great attitude towards 

her phonics. 

Parker Lister for his positive 

attitude toward his learning. 

FSP Faraydoun Panahi for 

having lovely manners 
and trying his best with 
all activities that he 

undertakes in class. 

Harry Jenkinson for trying 

really hard with souding out 
three letter words when   

describing Buddy the Elf. 

1S Oliver McFarlane for a 

super attitude in class. 
He is always so willing 

to give tasks a go and is 

becoming a really smart 
member of our class. 

Keep it up, Oliver! 

Oliver Sargant for trying  

really hard with his      
sentences. He is using some 
thoughtful adjectives and 

being much more ambitious 

with his vocabulary. 

1O Delilah Arnold for   

showing resilience when 
writing the story of 
‘Hansel and Gretel’  

independently. Well done 

Delilah! 

Elodie Hammond for always 

having a smile on her face 
and for being a polite, kind 

pupil. Well done Elodie! 

2HH Fateh Sian for having a 

fantastic start at    

Ecclesfield Primary. 

Jack Plummer for always 

working hard and trying his 

best. 

2S Callan Andrews for  

coming into school   
settled each day and 
getting straight on with 

Hollie Ash for thinking   

carefully about her sentences 
in writing and working       

independently in maths. 

3V Lyndon O’Hara for an 

incredible attitude to 
learning and trying his 
hardest in everything. I 

am bursting with pride 

this week! 

Connor Ward for really    

improving and taking care in 

his handwriting – keep it up! 

3E George McNeil for being 

resilient with his dancing 

in our Y3 performance! 

Darcie Morton for being a 

spectacular performer in our 

Y3 Christmas performance! 

4B The whole class for being 

amazing during our 
home learning over the 

past 2 weeks.  

 Miss Bulmer is extremely 

proud of everyone for their 
motivation, determination and 

hard work. 

4W Beau Hobson for being 

resilient in his learning 
and always wanting to 

improve. 

YuTong Tong for always  

working hard and trying her 

best at whatever she does 

5W Leyton-Scott Gray for 

always trying his best 
and sticking with tricky 
problems until he finds 

the answer. 

Lilly Williams-Jenkinson for 

researching, planning and 
writing a brilliant biography of 
Neil Gaiman, the author of 

our class book. 

5L Brian Raio for trying 

hard in every lesson and 
making sure he always 

does his very best. 

Ezel Aslan for improving with 

his timetables. 

6ST Jaiden Chadburn for a 

fantastic piece of    
independent writing 
about The Christmas 

Truce! Keep it up Jaiden! 

Logan Roberts for working 

hard to include emotion in 
his writing! He brought a tear 
to Miss Smith’s eye when she 

was reading his work! Well 

done Logan. 

6N Isla Barraclough for her 

contribution during   
lessons this week. There 

has been a definite  

improvement! 

Ahmet Aslan for his excellent 

in-depth answers in reading. 
He has shown he understands 
the inference intended from 

the story. 

The staff at Ecclesfield Primary 

School would like to say a big 

thank you to all the parents that 

have supported school during the 

Autumn term and especially in the 

last couple of weeks.  We have been 

deeply touched by the kindness and 

generosity shown.   

Who has been chosen by our staff for their efforts this week?   

Christmas Dates 

 
Wednesday 16th     

December 
Christmas Dinner Day 

 
Thursday 17th       

December 
 Pantomime Day 

 
Friday 18th December 

Christmas Party Day 
(with special visitor!) 
Please see the letter 
sent out last week 

 

 

 

   Monday 14th December 

INSET DAY 

 

Friday 18th December 

Break up for Christmas (school is 
open on this day) 

 

Monday 4th January 

Return to school 

Lunchtime Superstars 

This week our lunchtime superstars are: 

 

FS — Ned Lindley 

Y1 — Tyler-Jack Hurst 

Y2 — Alistair Vick 

Y3 — Riley Walker 

Y4 — Sofia Shearn-Miller 

Y5 — Archie Bell 

Y6 — Isobel Barraclough 

Ace Attenders  

 

Our ace attenders this week are 
Foundation Stage, Tiger class! 


